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Attendees:
Agenda:
Minutes:

Attendees:
Please add your name in here:

Tom Kivlin - Vodafone
Pankaj Goyal (AT&T)
Mark Shostak (AT&T)
Ying Li (China Mobile)
Samuli Kuusela (Ericsson)
Toshiyasu Wakayama (Toshi, KDDI) 
Liu Ying (China Mobile)

Agenda:
Agenda Bashing
Review PRs

Core: https://github.com/cntt-n/CNTT/pulls?q=is%3Aopen+is%3Apr+label%3A%22RA+2+Core%22
Dev: https://github.com/cntt-n/CNTT/pulls?utf8=%E2%9C%93&q=is%3Aopen+is%3Apr+label%3A%22RA+2+Dev%22+
Ops: https://github.com/cntt-n/CNTT/pulls?utf8=%E2%9C%93&q=is%3Aopen+is%3Apr+label%3A%22RA+2+Ops%22+

Review Issues
Core: https://github.com/cntt-n/CNTT/issues?q=is%3Aopen+is%3Aissue+label%3A%22RA+2+Core%22
Dev: https://github.com/cntt-n/CNTT/issues?utf8=%E2%9C%93&q=is%3Aopen+is%3Aissue+label%3A%22RA+2+Dev%22+
Ops: https://github.com/cntt-n/CNTT/issues?utf8=%E2%9C%93&q=is%3Aopen+is%3Aissue+label%3A%22RA+2+Ops%22+

Pankaj Item
"Review and make changes keeping in mind the “what” for the abstract and physical resources"

AOB

Minutes:
PR458 merged
PR452 (Requirements)

Loads of discussion
Pankaj will arrange a call to discuss each line of feedback
Please can all contributors to the feedback so far please let Pankaj Goyal ( ) know if they would like to pgoyal@att.com
participate in this call

Issues 449/450 (Kubernetes in ETSI MANO/Kubernetes cluster lifecycle management in RA2):
Discussed that these are very linked
449 is about understanding the scope of CNTT RA2
450 is more about some real-life mapping to existing ETSI activities (mainly IFA029) and potentially feedback (which would occur via 
RA2 Dev) but will likely use some/all of the work in 449

Issue 451 (Helm): Gergely agreed to produce some content for all to review and provide feedback.
Issue 453 (bare metal): Tom agreed to produce some content for all to review and provide feedback.
Issue 454 (chapter 1 brain dump content): Tom agreed to submit a PR to note that this will be removed and replaced by content in other chapters 
at a later date.
No RA2 Dev Issues were discussed
There was one RA2 Ops issue open relating to Chapter 6 (security) however that chapter has no content - Issue 530 opened for someone to 
create initial content (Samuli has volunteered to do so)
Pankaj's item: the point here was to ensure that we remain focussed on the "what" and not the "how" when we construct the RA - all in agreement.
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